
F I R E  S Y S T E M S

Fire
Sounders

nnnnn Low current consumption
from 3 mA onwards

nnnnn High sound output

nnnnn Multiple tones selection

nnnnn 12 - 24 V dc

nnnnn Automatic
synchronisation

nnnnn Suitable for multiple
stage evacuation

nnnnn Red and white colour
body

nnnnn IP65 version

nnnnn Low profile version

nnnnn Version with xenon
flash

nnnnn Red or clear lens for
beacon

INSTALLER FRIENDLY

The AS 260 series feature a wide
range of sounders tailored for every
application, stand-alone or in
combination with fire detectors.
All types are compatible so that a
synchronised phased start is
guaranteed.

FLEXIBLE

Every sounder, except AS 266/267,
is suitable for both 12 V dc and
24 V dc systems, no adjustment
required. Aesthetically pleasing,
the line features different sizes
and red or white body colour.

EFFICIENT AND VERSATILE

Every sounder provides high
sound output at a low current
consumption, so reducing
power standby requirements and
system cost.

The AS 263/4 comes with a volume
control as standard, allowing final
audibility adjustments to be made
during installation. The AS 264/7
are weather resistant to IP 65,
utilising epoxy resin encapsulated
electronics. The AS 266/7 are
equipped with a xenon beacon
providing an audio visual
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warning signal, ideal for noisy
environments or a dwellings with
elderly people.

The low profile AS 268 has an
extreme low current consumption
and can be mounted directly
under most industry standard
detectors and be activated
through the detectors remote
output. Using a cover the
sounder can be used stand alone.
The AS 269 on the other hand
comes with fixing positions for
adressable PCBs.

The sounders can provide different
tones (see tones table in manual),
switch selectable during
installation.

A second or third tone, model
dependant, is available if extra
wires are installed in the sounder
circuit.
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How to order

F I R E  S Y S T E M S

MODEL DESCRIPTION

AS 263 ..... Sounder, 26 tones -
shallow base

AS 264 ..... Sounder, 26 tones -
deep base

AS 266 ..... Combined sounder and
beacon, 2 tones, red
lens- shallow base

AS 267 ..... Combined sounder and
beacon, 2 tones, red
lens- deep base

AS 268 ..... Sounder, 4 tones, low
profile - low current

AS 269 ..... Sounder, 3 tones -
low current

All listed sounders are red, add ‘W’
to the code for white body

Technical data

The AS 260 series complies with the essential requirements
of the EMC directive 89/336/EMC

AS 263/4 AS 266/7 AS 268 AS 269

Operation Continuously rated

Supply voltage dc 10-28 18-30 9-30 12-30

Current consumption
as from ... mA onwards, 7 mA 68 mA 3 mA 5 mA
(see tone table in manual)

Number of tones 26 2 4 3

Starting current 30 mA - 30 mA -
-2 msec -10 msec

Automatic synchronisation Phased start

Line monitoring input Polarised input

Housing ABS plastic

Lens Polycarbonate

Ingress protection IP65 IP65 IP42 IP42

Operating temperature -40/+80 °C -10/+55 °C -25/+85 °C -25/+70 °C

Dimension in mm (Ø x D) 101 x 25 106 x 95
      shallow base 93 x 75 93 x 92
      deep base 93 x 105 93 x 121


